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AWAKENING THE POWER WITHIN YOU
(Enjoy Your Everyday Conflict-Free Life)
Self-Development and Inspirational series …

Carolyn, who attended my talk on “Enjoying Rich Relationships” approached me after the seminar and
asked “How do you handle someone who is so frustrated all the time and difficult to communicate
with?” “Could this person happen to be your hubby?” I asked. Carolyn replied, “Actually, yes, his
business suffered during this period of economic challenges, finances are tight, and I can see he is
frustrated and angry most of the time.” I inquired further “Ok, so what did you do?” “I did ask him on
several occasions how he is doing, and he simply answer that he is alright.” Carolyn replied with a
posture and hands gestures that conveys I have done my part. “I did not asked what did you say, I
asked what did you do?” I rebuked. “What can I do?! I am very busy with my work. What else can I
do? I already asked him how he’s doing, isn’t that enough.”

“If you asked a person, who is in mild depression, is he in depression? You know what will be his
answer? No, I am not depressed; and if I asked him are you doing ok? I’m sure he’ll said, I am ok, just
that things are a bit challenging right now. In the same manner, when you asked your hubby how is he
doing? He may think you may not understand what he is going through, thus, he would simply replied
that he is ok.” Now, back to my original question – what have you done for him?”

Carolyn angrily replied, “Peter, are you deaf? I just answered, I am very busy with my work and I have
other commitments, what do you want me to do?!” “And, with his frustrations and anger, at times,
everything seems to be blocking his way, and he would speak with much anger, so I would stop him
and throw my tantrum.”

I chuckled and said, “Interesting! You knew he is in sort of a mild depression, frustrated and angry,
yet, you are too busy to do something for him, and you do not permit him to express his anger in his
own way. So, what do you expect him to do?”

Carolyn getting impatience with me said “Peter, I am not the one who need help, my hubby need it, so
why are you reprimanding me? Almost every evening I needed to work overtime, and twice a week, I
have to go for my aerobics and as for weekend, I needed my recharged-rest. I got no time you know.”

“But, you have time for your activities, and you have got time for your recharged-rest, and how about
dropping one night of overtime and spend time with him? You see, your hubby, may not need a
solution from you, but he definitely need your support and encouragement. You can always buy him a
small gift or food, of his liking, as a surprise for him, or a card writing down your sincere words of
encouragement to him. How about surprise him one evening, not going to your aerobics, and come
home early to have dinner with him?” “It is the little things we do that make a big difference.” “And,
when he is on edge speaking angrily on certain subject, you need to stop yourself from being
emotional, and allow him to vent out his frustrations. These are some of the things that you can do!”

Carolyn answered, “Gosh! That’s life. Whatever we do or say is always wrong. Living is really tiring.” I
smile and said, “Life is not tiring if you take your focus off yourself and live with a simple principle ‘Do
unto others, as you would have them do unto you’ – this is proactive living by considering what we
would like others to do to or for us. Most to the time, it is not what we say or do; rather it is what we
did not say or what we did not do which create the disappointments that people have on us. We can
always give encouragement and support, and doing the little things such as making a special
breakfast for no apparent reason, that really do a difference. When we take action to do things for
others, we took eyes off ourselves.”
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“By the way, being aware of his current situation and emotional self, what seems to be making you
unhappy in this relationship, and what are you expecting from him?” I asked, and to my surprise,
Carolyn answered, “He is not as loving as before, there is no joy in our relationship anymore.
Honestly, I do not feel happy when I see him, and we cannot seem to be able to communicate with
each other as he does not seem to be interested in talking with me.”

“Ouch!” I exclaimed, “These are dangerous grounds. But are you willing to be there when your
husband needs you?”

When we enter into a relationship with set standards and expectations, we can easily become
disenchanted with the relationship when people do not meet the standards we set, allowing
disappointment and frustration to set in. It is easy to get along with people when everything is going
great, when others are meeting our standards and acting exactly the way we want them to. But what
happens when something goes wrong and our feelings get hurt or that person says something he or
she shouldn’t have said? If you are not careful, you will begin to focus on the unmet expectations and
the disappointments, allowing them to affect your attitude, and ultimately, your relationship.

I believe we were created to live in the love and excitement of harmonious relationships, free from
dissension, confusion, and hurt. We need to learn to have realistic expectations and let people off the
hook. By giving people room to be human, we can avoid a lot of heartache. Accept the fact that
nobody is perfect and even the best people will fail us at times. It is not up to anyone in our lives to
keep us happy and content. That is our responsibility.

Too often, we expect our mate to cheer us up when we are down and to always be loving and kind.
We expect our boss to recognize our hard work, and our friends to always be there for us. But all
these are unrealistic expectations. Relationships are just as much about what you give as what
you are hoping to receive. If you are looking for something different in your relationships, you might
need to look at yourself. Most times, when you see something missing in your relationship, it is
because you are the one who brings that attribute to the relationship. If you want more
encouragement in your home, be the encourager. If you want more affection and tenderness, show
your affection and tenderness.

To make the most of our relationships with others, we have to balance our expectations of them with
the grace of allowing them to be who they are. You may think you have the perfect answer to
someone else’s inadequacies; and because you want only the best for them, you feel justified in
telling them so. However, do not fall into the trap of feeling you need to get your point across or teach
a life lesson in every conversation. Do not try to fix them, instead, just relax and enjoy your
relationship.

The main question is what do you bring into the relationship? What contributory roles are you adding
value into the relationship? Too many people want to do only the withdrawal aspect of the
relationship and may not be willing to be the depositor.

People who truly value themselves actively love and respect others. Becoming a valuable asset
requires you to believe in what you have to offer. Therefore, we should take great care in what we
place our attention on. In simple words, you get what you focus on, if you always focus on what you
do not want, you will simply get more of what you do not want.
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When we do the right thing simply because it is the right thing to do, we build character. Character is
not about being self-righteous, but about being hungry for righteousness – a genuine appetite to do
good. This heartfelt yearning reveals the motive – to give, serve, bless, respect and love.

5 Principles to lead a Conflict-Free Relationship:

Be at Peace with Yourself – Most people are at war with themselves as they focus so much on their
faults that they cannot see their strengths. If we do not get along with ourselves, we probably cannot
get along with other people either. If we do not enjoy ourselves, we do not enjoy anyone. When we
lose sight of our value, oftentimes we will turn to the approval of other people and look for validation
from a parent, boss, or loved one. We all need encouragement, and we should receive it from people
around us, but we cannot let that be our sole source of validation. We cannot wait for the people
around us to applaud us; sometimes we have to applaud ourselves! When life seems to be dragging
you down, you have to be the one to encourage and believe in yourself.

Respect the Relationship – ‘Respect’ is being defined in Oxford dictionary as ‘due regards for the
feelings or rights of others, avoid harming or hurting a relationship’. To live in harmony we must make
allowances for each other and overlook each other’s mistakes and faults. Rather than just pursuing
our rights, let us pursue what is right for the relationship. If we start showing disrespect even in small
ways, soon it will manifest itself into larger displays of disrespect that can damage a good relationship.
When we allow offenses to linger and grow, before long they will become big issues that strain and
weaken relationships. Our bitterness is not hurting the person who offended us. It is only embedding
itself in our heart and keeping us from living a harmonious life. I will always remember this quote from
a lady whom I was counseling, “Forgiveness is setting the prisoner free and then realizing the prisoner
was you.” Do not fall into the trap of feeling you need to get your point across in every conversation;
and you should not get mad at someone just because he does not feel the same way you do about a
particular subject.

Relationship Comes First; Tasks Second – We have had seasons where we felt overwhelmed, and
when that happens, it is easy for our thinking to get off track. Some people are so obsess over their
child’s birthday party or house-warming party that they forget to stop and enjoy their own child or
enjoy the friends whom they have had invited to their lovely house – which is the whole point of the
celebration. Everything does not have to be perfect before you can enjoy life. Are you so busy with
your work that you forget to shop a present for your loved one during special occasion such as
birthday, Christmas, and/or Wedding Anniversary? Make your relationships a priority and find simple
ways to enjoy the people you love.

Minor Adjustment for Major Impact – Sometimes minor adjustments in your approach to people can
make a major difference in the quality of your relationships. You can have all the money in the world,
a great job, and wonderful opportunities in front of you, but if you do not have good relationships, you
are not going to enjoy your life. One of the keys to making the most of your relationships is learning
and adapting to the people close in your life – notice their likes and dislikes; notice what frustrates
them and observe what makes them happy. When people are stressed out, they need
encouragement; others may need space and alone-time. Some people need compliments and
affirmation. There is no one-size-fits-all way to relate to the people in your life. Another adjustment
you may want to consider to improve your relationships and help the people around you understand
you better is by simply communicating your needs. The people in your life cannot read your mind,
thus, you cannot always expect them to know exactly what you want or need.
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Drawing Out Boundaries – It is equally important to really study and know the people you allow into
your life. The key to loving relationships is to know well the people you allow into your close circle. Not
everyone who is nice to you and speaks your ‘language’ is your friend. We must know what values we
are standing upon, because if we do not stand for our personal values, we would fall into every other
person’s values, and we would lose a sense of who we are. This is the very reason why some
relationships would not last. We must be wary of energy sappers – you may think that the people who
are the neediest would logically be those with the greatest needs. However, in my course of work, it
has been proven time and again that those who live in affluence with little purpose outside pampering
themselves present as the most needy. Rather than operating from a place of appreciation, they
typically operate from a place of complaint. From the spot on the napkin to the drink that is not hot
enough, nothing is ever quite right. Being frequently put out demands everyone’s attention. Needy
people relentlessly sap energy from others. In feeling sorry for themselves, they consume attention,
solicit pity and demand a constant helping hand. When the main focus of a person’s life is all about
their problems, there is little room for other meaning; and it would be a one-way relationship, where
they demand, and we supply. Even in any relationships we have had, it is always good to have some
boundaries, for example, I would not appreciate people to criticize any religions or races, and would
not engage in any conversation if it involves the subjects I have drawn a boundary on. If a female
know how to hold her stand, then she may not appreciate if her guys’ colleagues are cracking crude
jokes on sexual issues, thus, drawing boundaries, do command respect from the other parties.

Relationships are all about learning. In marriage, we are learning to become one; in families, we are
learning to get along; in business, we are learning to work together; in friendship, we are learning to
make allowances for one another. Life is a learning process, and the quicker you embrace that fact,
the more you will enjoy the people around you and enjoy your everyday conflict-free life!

Your Success is Ultimately My Rewards

Signing off with love –
Your Favorite Author & Speaker – Peter Ng
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